HISTORICAL PRESERVATION COMMITTEE NEWS ARCHIVE

On October 22, 2019, the City Council approved the
designation of the Comal Settlement as the third official
Heritage Neighborhood within the Schertz city limits.
The Comal Settlement is situated along a three-mile
stretch of FM 482, originating in the east at the border
of the community of Solms, Texas where the Union
Pacific Railroad crosses Highway 482, and in the west
at the intersection of Hubertus Road and FM 482. The
neighborhood is bordered on the north and south by
separate Union Pacific Railroad tracks that run from
east to west.
Comal Settlement, originally called Wenzel, was
established between 1846 and 1849 and was one of
the first rural farming communities created by founding
families of New Braunfels, Texas. The cultivation of
cotton as a cash crop brought economic prosperity to
the settlement. The economic circumstance allowed for an expansion of the small town’s
infrastructure by building its first cotton gin, a corn shelling plant, a grain warehouse, and a
Catholic chapel, as well as the expansion of the community’s school from a single to a multiroom structure.
In 1881, the International & Great
Northern Railroad began transport
through the Settlement, followed
by the Missouri-Kansas-Texas
Railroad Company in 1901. These
railroads provided vital economic
assists to the community when
“cotton was king.” The Settlement
was geographically placed amidst
the historic roadway known as
Kings Highway (a trail believed to
have originally been blazed in
around 1691). A portion of Kings
Highway as it passes through the
area has also been known as
Post Road. Today, the road is
known as FM 482. This road and
its supporting artery, Nacogdoches Road, are part of the national historic El Camino de Los
Tejas Trail. The Trail was used by Native Americans traversing the Texas Plains as well as
Colonial Spanish missionaries and military troops traveling from Mexico to northeast Texas
Territory. FM 482, originally a dirt pathway, was reconstructed between 1915 and 1917 as the

first Texas joint Comal County and US Federal project.
Most of the original structures of the Comal
Settlement still stand, though in need of some
repair. These include: The Schwab/Wenzel
Blacksmith Shop, circa 1880, and Mechanical
Shops, circa 1915. The settlement’s first
blacksmith shop was established by Peter
Ignatz Wenzel and later taken over by Bruno
Schwab, grandson of Valentin Joseph
Schwab, one of the Settlement’s original
founders after whom Schwab Road is named.
Wenzel/St. Joseph’s Cemetery, circa 1884.
The cemetery land was donated by Peter
Ignatz Wenzel’s widow upon his death in
1884, and it has been designated as a Historic
Texas Cemetery by the Texas Historical
Commission. The cemetery is the final resting place for many important Schertz settler families,
including members of the Friesenhahn, Hubertus, Kneupper, Marbach, Reininger, Riedel,
Rittimann, Schwab, and Wenzel families, as well as Hispanic laborers who worked in the area.
Markers on several of the graves are labeled in German, including the common phrase "Hier
ruht in Gott" (Here rests in God) and the abbreviations "Geb." for "geboren" (born, used either
for birth dates or maiden names) and "Gest." for "gestorben" (died).

The foundation of a private parochial school on two
acres of land that were donated July 28, 1886 by
Peter Ignatz Wenzel.
The Settlement’s cotton gin and corn shelling plant,
circa 1890s. Built by sons of
Antonius (Anton) and Anna Maria Friesenhahn,
original settlers, the original gin burnt down and
another was constructed in the 1890s, which
continued operation until 1940. This building is still
standing on the Roman Friesenhahn family farm.
St. Joseph’s Chapel, circa 1905. The Chapel is of
German architectural origins. Its interior was totally
restored in 2010-2011, and it is recognized both as a
designated Schertz Historic Landmark Property and
on the National Registry Listing of Historic Places.

The Kneupper General Store, circa 1907.
The Ferdinand Friesenhahn home, circa 1911.
The Kneupper family home, circa 1920.
Danville School House, circa 1920. The schoolhouse
represents the first building within the Settlement devoted
to education. The original school consisted of two
buildings; only one remains, which has been converted to
a private residence.
The Alamo Schuetzen Verein (shooting club) facility, circa
1940. The club first began on an informal basis in
approximately 1893 and utilized various farm sites within
the Settlement to hold its competitions. An import from the
German homeland, the Schuetzen Verein was a popular
sporting and social outlet for German immigrants
throughout south-central Texas.
The continued existence of these sites is a testament to
the resilience of the German immigrants who came to call
this area their home. Taken together, they represent the
full range of immigrant life, work, worship, learning, and
recreation. The Historical Preservation Committee is proud
to be able to recognize this historic community with the
distinction of Heritage Neighborhood.



At the Committee's April meeting, we had the opportunity to examine artifacts recently
discovered by local resident Patrick Griem. The artifacts include pieces of children's toys,
farming implements, nails and spikes, and horseshoes. We believe these pieces date to the
nineteenth century and would have been hand constructed by local blacksmith Willie Hillert. The
committee published an article on Willie Hillert's life in 2010.

If you have your own stories about interesting items from your property or your family's history
that pertain to Schertz's past, we would love to hear about them! Email Elizabeth Strong
at estrong.phd@gmail.com to share your stories


The Historical Preservation Committee was thrilled to join with the Schertz Public Affairs Office,
Schertz Public Library, and Schertz/Cibolo Valley Genealogy Society for "Schertz Now and
Then: An Evening of Heritage & History" on March 6 at the library. Members had a great time
showing off historical photos and maps and answering visitor questions about the many
changes that our community has seen over the years. The event featured the premiere of a new
documentary film including oral histories from several prominent Schertz residents, following by
a panel discussion with Mayor Michael Carpenter and several participants in the documentary.
SHPC Vice-Chair Dean Weirtz was one of the panelists featured. The film and discussion
highlighted how the core values of our community as a welcoming, family-friendly place have
remained the same in spite of decades of growth and change in Schertz. We hope that this film
will be a source of pride for the city and will continue to educate residents and visitors about our
past.



At our January 24 meeting, the committee voted to
approve Elizabeth Strong to serve as committee
chair. Previous chair Dean Weirtz will continue in the
role of Vice-Chair. Dr. Strong grew up in Plano,
Texas, but spent her entire childhood visiting her
grandparents in Schertz, and has lived here since
2016. She joined the Historical Preservation
Committee in 2017 and began serving as its social
media manager in 2018 Currently a French teacher
at San Marcos High School, she is completing a
degree in Information Studies from the University of
Texas at Austin, and helping organizations preserve
information about cultural heritage is her passion.
She has previously done internships with the
Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio, the Texas
Archive of the Moving Image in Austin, and the Jack
County Museum in Jacksboro, Texas.



The committee is extremely grateful to
Dean Weirtz for his years of service as
chair of the Historical Preservation
Committee and his willingness to continue
to serve as Vice-Chair. Dean was
instrumental in the committee’s charter on
December 19, 2006, and has served as the
committee chairman until this year. Under
his leadership, the committee has
produced three books; provided informative
talks to local genealogy societies; directed
walking tours for Clemens High School
history students; assisted in public clean-up
efforts in our historic neighborhoods;
collected historic artifacts and photographs
and arranged their placement in satellite
galleries throughout the community; shared
a variety of research in local publications
and on the city’s Facebook page; gathered
oral histories from our senior center and
from descendants of original Schertz settler
families; and contributed a virtual presence
to the Bexar County BiblioTech’s 300th
Anniversary Digital Archive. Mr. Weirtz has
even traveled personally to Riedisheim,
France, to meet with the history society
there. It is no exaggeration to say that the
accomplishments of the Schertz Historical Preservation Committee would not exist without the
tireless efforts of Mr. Weirtz, and we thank him for his continued service.



The committee once again cosponsored an annual Art and Essay Contest with the
Social Studies department of SCUCISD. Judging was held on October 31, and trophies
and certificates were awarded to prize recipients at the City Council meeting on
November 13. Committee chair Dean Weirtz and SCUCISD Director of Social Studies
Dr. Cassandra Allen were on hand at the council meeting to present the awards, which
were displayed in the lobby of Council Chambers. Below are photos of the prize-winning
artwork, which highlights the places and people that make Schertz a wonderful place to
live. Congratulations to all of this year's talented artists.

Kindergarten Winners:
1st Place: Dawson Szanto, Rose Garden Elementary
2nd Place: Ayden Hepburn, Watts Elementary
3rd Place: Isabella V. Garza, Sippel Elementary
1st - 2nd Grade Winners:
1st Place: Coralie Davis, Paschal Elementary
2nd Place: Faith Denner, Paschal Elementary
3rd Place: Genevieve Dominguez, Rose Garden Elementary
3rd - 4th Grade Winners:
1st Place: Luke Davis, Watts Elementary

2nd Place: Marissa Dominguez, Rose Garden Elementary
3rd Place: Aubrey Michelle Walter, Green Valley Elementary
5th - 6th Grade Winners:
1st Place: Kyllysta Dawkins, Wilder Elementary
2nd Place: Kyle A. Taylor, Schlather Intermediate
3rd Place: Kaiya Hoffman, Jordan Intermediate


One of the functions of the Historic Preservation Committee is to ensure that important
documents that tell our community's history are cared for appropriately. The art portfolio
below belonged to Larry Dawson, grandson of Adolph Schertz and son of Lorna
(Schertz) Dawson. The portfolio was saved from destruction and preserved as an
important collection of sculptures and paintings produced by one of Schertz's most
talented and accomplished professional artists.



The committee also has in its possession a copy of a baptismal certificate that belonged
to Walter A. Schertz, dated 1922. Walter A. Schertz was instrumental in developing the
Aviation Heights neighborhood and in bringing water from Edwards Aquifer to Schertz
through the city's Water Works. His birth certificate was torn into several pieces, but
restored to its original beauty by restoration artists at the History House of San Antonio.
The document represents an early 20th century commitment to decorative design for
certificate preparation. The committee plans to offer the certificate to the city for possible
display in Council Chambers.



Members of the Schertz Historical Preservation Committee and the Clemens High
School History Club shared exhibits about our city's past as part of the Schertz 60th
Anniversary Celebration held on Main Street on October 7, 2018. The event celebrated
60 years since the city's official incorporation, but the history exhibits sought to tell the
community's story beginning with the arrival of immigrant families from Germany and
Alsace. Many visitors particularly enjoyed seeing pictures of the original Main Street area
from ca. 1910-1930. The event provided a unique occasion to help community members
imagine how the downtown area looked around a century ago mere steps from where
they were currently standing. If you missed the opportunity to see some of these
exhibits, you can find many of the maps and photographs online in The City of Schertz,
Texas: A Digital History.

Pictured: Committee Member Elizabeth Strong


The exhibits also sought to honor National Hispanic Heritage Month by showcasing
some of the artistic contributions of Hispanic Americans to our community and its history.
Two Fiesta posters designed by local artist Cecilia Paz Mujica were displayed. More
information about Cecilia and pictures of her artwork can be found in the committee's
news archives below. Another exhibit that many visitors enjoyed shared the Hispanic
American legend of "La Llorona" and its connection to Woman Hollering Creek. This
legend of a woman whose spirit haunts the river where her children drowned most likely
has its origins in the American Southwest, but has spread throughout the country.

Woman Hollering Creek passes through Schertz across FM 1518. Various local
accounts suggest that a woman in the area was forced to watch her children get
murdered or drowned her own children to save them from being murdered, and that her
ghost can still be heard crying along the creek. The unusual name of this Schertz
landmark even inspired famous author and former San Antonio resident Sandra
Cisneros, whose short story collection "Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories"
imagines the liberation of a modern-day woman in Seguin and contrasts her struggles
with the distraught mother of legend. While the true story behind the creek's name may
be lost to history, the imaginative storytelling traditions of Hispanic Americans have
contributed to making it a place that sparks tremendous interest in those who hear of it.
Finally, thanks to the efforts of the City of Schertz Sign Shop, the committee was able to
return a restored plaque to the downtown mural at the corner of Main Street and
Lindberg Avenue. The extent of the damage to the sign and its restored version can be
seen in the images below. These pictures serve to show just how much of a toll the
elements can take on building exteriors, and offer a reminder of what a treasure it is that
we still have historic buildings in our community that have been preserved for over a
century.



The German immigrants who settled around New Braunfels held education in high
esteem, and the historic Danville School was an important part of the Comal Settlement
in the eastern part of our city. When a name was needed for the new middle school on
Hubertus Road, Mrs. Sandra Sahm Reeh, a descendant of alumni of the original
Danville School, proposed that the new school be named after this historic institution.
Her suggestion was approved by the naming committee. An official dedication ceremony
for the new Danville Middle School will be held on Thursday, September 20, from 6:00 7:00 pm in front of the school at 670 Hubertus Road. Read our recent "Remembrances"
article for more information about the history of the original Danville School and its
impact on our community.



This May, Committee Chairman Dean Weirtz joined the Clemens High School History Club
members for their end-of-year field trip to the San Antonio Holocaust Museum. The group
departed from Clemens High School at about 9:00 a.m. aboard a twelve person rental
van. Travel to the museum was diverted along the back roads of Converse, Kirby, and Live Oak
due to a major automobile/truck accident along IH 35 South. However, the scenery along the
route was most interesting for those who had not traveled those roads before. Upon arrival at
the museum, the group joined with a large middle school group from Boerne, Texas to proceed
with the museum tour. The displays and lectures were all outstanding. Every member of the
group expressed how worthwhile the event proved to be. Following the tour, the club members
and guests stopped at Jim's Restaurant for lunch. The field trip was both enjoyable and
educational.



The evening of April 9th, 2018 presented stakeholders in the Main Street Renewal
Project an opportunity to voice their opinions and suggestions to City Council and City
staff members regarding possible renewal projects. The Historical Preservation
Committee was a stakeholder representative in attendance. The Committee
representatives provided comments and written suggestions regarding the proposed
renewal project. The City Council Main Street Renewal Subcommittee is currently
evaluating the stakeholders' inputs and will likely put forth a plan for Main Street in the
near future. The Historical Committee's emphasis focuses on showcasing the historical
elements of Main Street through the placement of exhibits, banners, murals, statuary,
antique lighting, and historic replicas of early iconic materials and/or features.



Open house at the Schertz Senior Center during Fiesta (April 19 - 29, 2018) will include a
historic Fiesta poster art exhibit featuring many of the colorful and artistic posters painted
by local artists over the years, to include our own citizen artist Cecilia Paz Mujica. Cecilia
is a local freelance artist originally from the Houston area. Her work has been featured at
the Institute of Texan Cultures and at UTSA. The Fiesta poster exhibit represents art
works that were competitively judged as "the best of the best" among each year's
submissions. The art work unquestionably is as good as it gets in the realm of artistic
design, color, and imaginative depictions. Please do yourself a favor and stop by the
Senior Center (Schertz Parkway next to the Schertz Library) to enjoy the exhibit and
admire the renovation work done to the inside of the Center. The exhibit is offered for
public viewing by the Schertz Historical Preservation Committee.



On February 24, committee member Paul Ringenbach served as the Vice-Chair of the
third annual installment of the Bexar County Tricentennial Symposium, held at the Bexar
County Courthouse in San Antonio. Dr. Ringenbach was instrumental in writing the
nomination for the San Antonio Missions National Historical Park to be accepted as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. This San Antonio Express-News article by Melissa
Fletcher Stoeltje describes the lengthy process behind the nomination and eventual
designation. For his efforts, Dr. Ringenbach was recognized by the San Antonio
Historical Association on February 27 with the Dr. Joseph W. Schmitz Award for
Excellence in Dissemination of History to International Audiences. He was also recently
recognized as the Comal County Volunteer of the Year. We are tremendously proud to
have such an eminent scholar of history and willing public servant working with our
committee.



On February 27, committee chairman Dean Weirtz presented the committee's 2017
annual report to the Schertz City Council. Click here to read the full report.



Last August, several of the banners designating the Aviation Heights neighborhood as a
Heritage Neighborhood were damaged by the winds associated with Hurricane Harvey.
In early March, we were able to replace these banners. We hope that the banners will
remind residents of the history behind the area. The Aviation Heights neighborhood was
originally a portion of the Schertz family farm that was developed by investors Walter J.

Schertz, C. W. Koch, and H. R. Thulemeyer. It was first platted in 1928 in the hopes that
it would serve the soon-to-be-built Randolph Air Field, but the Great Depression and the
government's refusal to grant VA/FHA loans in the 1940s slowed the area's
development. The eventual approval of these loans and the expansion of the airfield led
to tremendous growth in Aviation Heights in the 1950s and 1960s.



At a special meeting on March 8, the committee approved proposing to City Council that
the building at 533 Main Street be granted a Main Street Matching Grant. The motion
passed the Historical Preservation Committee with one dissenting vote, allowing it to
continue on to be presented to City Council. The building is owned by Nick Marquez, the
owner of Old Main Ice House in Cibolo, who will be developing the site into The Bar
House, as recently reported by Schertz Magazine. The Main Street Preservation

Incentive Program offers the opportunity to apply for up to $20,000 in matching funds to
improve a property in the historic Main Street area. Click here for more information on
the program.


On January 20, we attended the 50th anniversary celebration of Clemens High School.
Read our Remembrances Special Edition Article - Clemens High School 50th
Anniversary to learn more.

